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– How does predictive policing work?

– Does ETAS work in seismology?

– Is PredPol software special / worth the cost?

– Is PredPol ‘fair’?
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Statistical models for crime: metaphor, not criminology

– Phenomenology: some crimes occur in clusters

– Crime occurs “as if” in a casino game whose rules are embodied in some

mathematical model known to the person who wrote the software.

– Like saying that there is a deck of crime cards for each “block”

– Deck contains some blank cards and cards with various crimes on them

– In a given block, in every time interval, a card is dealt from the deck

– If card is blank, no crime

– Otherwise, there is a crime of the kind on the card

– In ETAS model, if you draw a card with a crime, deck gets extra cards with that

crime (extras gradually removed in successive draws)
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Different models make different assumptions about # cards of each type there

are, the shuffling, whether drawn cards are returned to the deck, etc.

ETAS: Draw w/ replacement. Crime begets additional crime of the same kind, in

the same block. Each crime has zero or one “parent.”

Example of linear marked Hawkes process
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Figure 1: ETAS goodness of fit
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ETAS Parameter estimates & simulations

– Often unphysical for real data (each event expected to have infinitely many

children)

– Simulations can have burn-in times of order 105y

Sornette & Utkin, 2009. Phys. Rev. E 79, 061110

– Simulate ETAS seismicity

– Use ETAS to classify event as background or child (aftershock)

– Unreliable

– estimated rates of exogenous events suffer from large errors

– branching ratio badly estimated in general

– high level of randomness together with the long memory makes the stochastic

reconstruction of trees of ancestry and the estimation of the key parameters

perhaps intrinsically unreliable
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Prediction: Automatic Alarms, MDA, & ETAS

– Automatic alarm: after every event with M > µ, start an alarm of duration τ

– Magnitude-dependent automatic alarm (MDA): after every event with

M > µ, start an alarm of duration τuM
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Figure 2: MDA
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Figure 3: Error diagram
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Figure 4: Mohler et al.
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Figure 5: Mohler et al. re ETAS 11



Figure 6: Mohler et al. re ETAS
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Figure 7: Mohler et al. re analyst
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Figure 8: Kulinsky et al. 2017
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Figure 9: Kulinsky et al. 2017 ROC
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Figure 10: Lum Isaac 2016
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Figure 11: Lum Isaac 2016
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Figure 12: Lum Isaac 2016
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Conclusions

– Some crimes cluster in time and space

– ETAS tries to exploit clustering

– based on heuristics & metaphors, not criminology

– “borrows strength” from seismology–where it doesn’t work very well

– simpler/cheaper methods may do just as well

– comparisons in Mohler et al. 2018

– PredPol exacerbates policing biases in “training” data

– reporting and enforcement uneven

– screen of “objectivity”

– Mohler et al. study not statistically convincing

– much hype
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